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BROKIS VISIONS AT MILANO DESIGN WEEK
Bohemian high-end lighting brand presents its new customizable systems 
and visionary light concepts by its art director Lucie Koldova. 
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PURO SPARKLE by Lucie Koldova

 

 

Prague, 12th April 2018    The handmade and original lighting collections will shine in 
several installations and complete the looks of many premium furniture brands at Salone del 
Mobile during this year’s Milano design week 17-22 April 2018, Italy.

Located in the heart of Brera, boasting galleries, design and art district, the Agape 12 
showroom will feature some of the latest light concept of Brokis and just few minutes away 
new pop-up spot Agape casa will accommodate the elegant Jack O’Lantern and the stirring 
Sparkle lights for the whole design week.

AGAPE12 SHOWROOM, Via Statuto, 12, Milano, 10 am – 9 pm

AGAPECASA, Via Statuto 11, Milano, 10 am – 9 pm

PRESS PREVIEW on 16 April 2018, 10 am – 6 pm
at 4- 6 pm: meet & greet the Brokis designers: 
Lucie Koldova, Alfredo Chiaramonte, Marco Marin

Thanks to cutting-edge technologies and unique design, Brokis is making a statement about 
its capability to establish true dialogue between the di�erent languages of lighting products 
and interior design. The relationship between light and space as well as that between 
performance and emotion has been elevated to a new level.

+420 602 213 814
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by LUCIE KOLDOVA 

PURO
Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on 
atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the 
collection and its name come from the Spanish 
word for “cigar”, which also means “puro” and is a 
reference to the composition’s clean lines. The 
design creates an intriguing interplay between 
horizontal and vertical luminous cigar tubes 
levitating in space above simple bell lights. The 
di�used glow of the tubes combines with that of the 
bells to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the 
alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a 
degree of provocation. Puro o�ers atmospheric 
room lighting as well as lighting for o�ices, 
hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms, and 
private dining areas. 

PURO SPARKLE
The endless variability of the Puro collection has 
given rise to several new lighting objects, such as 
the suspension light called Sparkle. The symbolic 
Sparkle shines with noble yet minimalistic 
geometry and constitutes the centrepiece of any 
space. The multiple tubes of matte opal or smoke 
grey glass radiate outward in di�use light for a 
magical interior ambience and dynamic. Sparkle 
levitates in space and dominates its interior 
landscape. It is a light sculpture and the 
embodiment of positive energy. Puro Sparkle comes 
in three sizes and the largest composition creates 
an amazing lighting object nearly 2,5 m in diameter.

The Puro collection comes in matt opal white or 
smoke grey glass, but customers may also choose 
from a wide range of custom colours.  

PURO COLLECTION 
- minimalistic design, opulent impact -

“We design our lights to be timeless yet sophisticated,” says Brokis CEO, Jan Rabell, of the 
brand’s global success. “Each new collection is a challenge put to the saturated lighting 
market. We strive for technological perfection based on the traditional craftsmanship of 
blowing glass by hand,” he adds.

“When sketching the new Puro concepts, I wanted to express the variability of this light 
consisting of luminous tubes and its attraction combining minimalist design and opulent 
impact,” says Lucie Koldova of the visions behind the new lights. 
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JACK O’LANTERN
by LUCIE KOLDOVA

Light as a jewel of the home. A functional 
object in aesthetic elation, a sentinel of the 
evening and the night. The subtle levitating 
metal frame bears tidings of the way and a 
luminous pearl in the form of a handblown 
matte sphere. 
With inspiration taken from the carved 
pumpkin, Lucie Koldova’s concept shows the 
way and becomes a building block in the 
house of light, beckoning passers-by to 
enter. This subtle and geometrically 
balanced light o�ers a wide variety of 
combinations. It can be hung separately or in 
vertical lighting arrangements. In addition to 
the suspension variant, there is also a wall 
composition comprising five frames joined in 
a single module for up to five glass spheres, 
which rely on nothing more than gravity to 
stay in place. 

Available surface finishes: chrome and brass

FLUTES
Design: Lucie Koldova

Flutes were initially designed as a collection 
of suspension lights for the interior spaces of 
a hotel. Their potential and utility value, 
however, far exceed the demands of the 
original project. As the name implies, the 
simple yet elegant conical shape is 
reminiscent of a flute. Taking the same 
inspiration, the stylized openings serve a 
practical purpose by allowing the light to be 
directed at various angles depending on 
which opening the cable is passed through. 
This provides numerous possibilities for 
combining the lights in intriguing 
compositions. Flutes are available in several 
colours. The collection comprises three 
lights, each with a di�erent degree of bevel 
on the open end of the shade.



BALLOONS
by LUCIE KOLDOVA, DAN YEFFET

Balloons, a collection of timeless lights embodying 
rudimental forms evoking images of hot air balloons, 
captivates with the beauty of large-format handblown 
glass and an elegant metal reflector hovering within. 
The design’s charm lies in the use of two independent 
glass sections to achieve the impression of an integral 
whole. Lavish proportions and an elegant 
hand-pressed metal reflector are the collection’s 
defining traits. The size of the largest shade pushes the 
very boundaries of glassblowing technology and 
illustrates the exceptional skill and craftsmanship of 
Bohemian glassmakers. The Balloons collection is one 
of the pillars of the Brokis portfolio. The lights come in 
three sizes. Balloons also make an outstanding 
sculptural statement during the day when they are 
switched o�.    

 
  

 
  
 

 
  
 

  

KNOT
by CHIARAMONTE MARIN

Knot is a collection of stately pendant lights that 
appose two dramatically dissimilar materials. The 
design combines coarse natural fibre with smooth, 
transparent blown glass to arouse a contrast as striking 
as it is dignified.  

Full-bodied globes of varying shapes and sizes are 
penetrated by robust cords that seemingly pull the 
bottom of the glass inward for a bemusing plastic 
e�ect. The LED light source is housed in a handsome 
top hood, which, like the cord end cap, is fashioned in 
refined metal. The collection comprises four pendant 
lights of di�erent shapes available in two sizes. 

MACARON
by LUCIE KOLDOVA

The Macaron table light pays homage to the beauty 
and complex structures of crystalline stone. Enclosed 
in opposing domes of delicate handblown glass, the 
stone becomes a moonscape afloat in its own cosmos. 
The light source casts its glow upward from the onyx 
base to energize the meandering chalcedony veins in 
the centre onyx plate and create a subtle and 
mesmerizing lighting e�ect. The concept is based on 
the principle of illuminating stone, and the name refers 
to the light’s similarity in shape to the famed French 
meringue confection. Natural imperfections in the 
glass and the diversity of structures in the stone make 
each light a unique original. Macaron comes in three 
sizes – the largest of which also makes an attractive 
floor light – and in several glass colour options with 
either white or honey onyx. The collection o�ers an 
alternate version featuring a centre plate made of kiln 
cast glass shards in combination with a wooden base.
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MUFFINS
by LUCIE KOLDOVA, DAN YEFFET

The timeless Mu�ins collection represents an 
extraordinary lighting experience. Since its 
market debut, it has taken on an iconic status 
and become a symbol of the Brokis brand. The 
sublimity of the design lies in the masterful 
combination of delicately contoured glass and 
solid wood. The lights, featuring a billowing 
glass shade set in a handcrafted wood base 
together with a naked filament bulb, breathe 
new life into any space and elicit a festive 
ambience. The collection o�ers multiple shape 
and size variants as well as a broad palette of 
glass colours and woods.

NOTES TO EDITORS 

THE COMPANY

MANAGING DIRECTOR
JAN RABELL

 

ART DIRECTOR 
LUCIE KOLDOVA

BROKIS is a synthesis of exquisite design, 
superior quality, and the skill of master artisans 
continuing the centuries-old Bohemian 
glassmaking tradition. Its modern lighting 
collections have achieved international acclaim 
by combining handblown glass with other refined 
materials, such as handcrafted wood and metal, 
in bold compositions that push the  

boundaries not only of contemporary lighting 
design but of the technologies applied in 
production. The Czech family-run premium brand 
works with select designers from around the 
world and operates its own historical glassworks 
southeast of Prague. Each Brokis light is a 
genuine original and a functional work of art. 

“Nothing’s impossible; never say it can’t be done.”

Entrepreneur Jan Rabell is one of the most 
dynamic figures in the Czech Republic’s 
glassmaking industry. Born in Prague in 1965 to a 
Puerto Rican father and Czech mother, he grew 
up in his father’s homeland, returning to Prague 
to pursue a master’s degree in economics. He 
went on to hold various managing director posts 
in the field of finance and banking. 
In 1997, he purchased the ailing Janštejn 
Glassworks and set about restoring its prestige 
and competitiveness primarily by introducing  

unconventional glassblowing techniques and 
production technologies.  
In 2006, he founded the premium handblown 
glass lighting brand Brokis, quickly developing it 
into one of the most important players in the 
market and exporting its products to countries 
around the world. Jan Rabell’s charisma, energy, 
and innovative vision continue to propel Brokis 
and the Janštejn Glassworks steadily forward. The 
entire Rabell family are involved in the business, 
with wife, Petra, and son André playing especially 
important roles.

Brokis art director Lucie Koldova is an acclaimed 
Czech product and furniture designer. Her 
collaboration with the brand began in 2010 with 
the timeless Mu�ins and Balloons lighting 
collections, which she designed while living and 
working in Paris. The voluminous glass lights 

embody her charismatic, elegant style and quickly 
established Brokis as an innovative producer of 
handblown glass lighting. She is the creative 
force behind the brand and is instrumental in 
shaping its product portfolio and image. 
Her creations, objects of desire, include glass 
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DESIGNERS
DAN YEFFET
Dan Ye�et, (born 1971 in Jerusalem,) is a globally 
recognized designer. In Amsterdam in 2003, Dan 
founded his own design studio and platform 
called JellyLab. In 2005, he moved the studio to 
its present location in Paris. His work is often 
described as innovative yet simple and is 
characteristic of a strong identity. Dan says 

of himself: “Definitions are our limits – I like to 
consider myself an explorer and adventurer.” For 
Brokis, Dan designed the lighting collections 
MUFFINS (with Lucie Koldova), BALLOONS (with 
Lucie Koldova), and SHADOWS (with Lucie 
Koldova). 

CHIARAMONTE MARIN 

 

DESIGN STUDIO
A passion for objects intended as industrial 
products is the glue of the professional 
partnership between Alfredo Chiaramonte and 
Marco Marin, promoting partners of the 
homonymous Designstudio. The di�erent 
activities experienced through the years 
(interiors, graphics, industrial, and lighting 
design) have produced a diverse knowledge 
enriched with ideas of development from many 
fields. Alfredo Chiaramonte (born 1961, Bologna, 
Italy) studied at the Faculty of Architecture of 
Venice. Marco Marin (born 1964, Venice, Italy) 
graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts 
specializing in industrial design.  

Together, they have worked for well-known 
furniture and lighting companies and taught at 
the European Center for Preservation of 
Architectural Heritage in Venice. They have 
received many awards, and their works have been 
exhibited in the permanent collections of 
international museums, such as the Museo Correr 
in Venice, the Beaubourg in Paris, the Design 
Museum of Calenzano (Anna Querci Fondation), 
the Moma in San Francisco, and the Venice 
Biennale, where, incidentally, they collaborated 
with Yoko Ono. For Brokis, Chiaramonte Marin 
designed the KNOT collection.   
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sculptures, glass lighting, poetic gallery pieces, 
and limited-series works. Breathtaking colours, 
unusual proportions, and vibrant formal   
contrasts seemingly move her work beyond the  
realm of the possible, a trademark at once 
apparent in lighting collections such as Balloons, 
Capsula, Whistle, and Mona. In addition to 
developing ever-more novel and exciting motifs, 
Lucie Koldova has introduced important 

technological and formal solutions that have 
enabled Brokis to push the limits of handblown 
glass production. For Brokis, Lucie designed the 
series MUFFINS, BALLOONS, SHADOWS (these 
three collections with Dan Ye�et), CAPSULA, 
MONA, FLUTES, WHISTLE, LIGHTLINE, 
MACARON, PURO COLLECTION,  BIG ONE, 
JACK O‘LANTERN AND CONCEPT LIGHT IVY.

For more information, please contact:

BROKIS PR
Lenka Kalinová 
T: +420 602 213 814
E: lenka@brokis.cz

BROKIS HEADQUARTERS   
Sídliště Janštejn 39   
Horní Dubenky
Czech Republic 588 52

E: info@brokis.cz
T: +420 567 211 517
W: www.brokis.cz

PR AGENCY FOR DACH COUNTRIES 
AND BENELUX
BRAND. KIOSK
T: +49 (0)69 2649 1122
E: o�ice@brand-kiosk.com
W: www.brand-kiosk.com

PR AGENCY FOR  FOR SPAIN, 
PORTUGAL AND LATIN AMERICA
FOCUSLINK
T: +34 962 067 108
E: press@focuslink.es
W: www.focuslink.es


